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p —A, exchange falls as o.'(0) =0.5. Within the con-
text of these simple models, it is dif-icult to rec-
oncile a, value for & compatible with p-A2 ex-
change with the presistence of the forward peak
mentioned previously.

It is worth noting that the differential cross
section at higher momentum transfers shows a
shoulder developing at It I

—=0.1 (GeV/c)' as the
incident momentum is increased, while beyond a

I I; I of 0.25 the falloff appears to be exponential.
As indicated by the decreasing values of n(t),
there is some evidence for shrinkage in this ex-
ponential region.

V/ith use of the It I =0 cross section derived
from formula (1), bounds on the total cross-sec-
tion difference may be estimated from the optical
theorem and the assumption of charge symmetry'.

I4&a(A ~a)'~2]

These limits are presented in Table II, together
with limits from the separate measurements of
the total cross sections. '" It is evident the lim-
its from this experiment at the highest energies
are comparable to those found from subtraction
of the total cross sections.

Finally, formula (3) neglects both the real part
of the amplitude and the double-flip zero net heli-
city-flip amplitude. Thus, any theoretical model
rvhich estimates these large contributions should

be able to establish si.gnificantly stronger bounds

on the cross-section difference than those pre-
sented in this paper.
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It is shown that the four-particle S matrix of pure supergravity and of the recently con-
structed theory of extended supergravity with O(2) internal symmetry is one-loop finite.
An explicit calculation of photon-photon scattering confirms this latter result.

Whereas the one-loop quantum corrections to
the S matrix of pure Einstein gravitation are
known to be finite, ' all endeavors to couple mat-
ter fields to gravitons (scalars, ' photons, ' fer-
mions, ' Yang-Mills bosons, ' or quantum e].ectro-
dynamics') have led so far to divergent quantum
field theories. Because of the dimensional char-

aeter of the gravitational constant, proper re-
normalizability can never be obtained and instead
one should look for theories where all divergenc-
es cancel in a Iniraculous way. The prime can-
didate for such a theory is supergravity' ' which
connects intimately Fermi-Bose supersymmetry
with gravitation by means of a local gauge theo-
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ry. It is known that in globally supersymmetric
field theories, cancellations do occur between the
divergences stemming from boson and fermion
loops. ' In this Letter we prove that in quantum
supergravity similar cancellations occur which
render the four-particle S-matrix elements of the
(2, —,) gauge multiplet" and the (2, —,', —,', I) extend-
ed gauge multiplet' one-loop finite. These results
can in principle be extended to many-particle S-
matrix elements.

Our discussion consists of three parts. (i) We
show that in any theory where matter is coupled
covariantly to Einstein gravitation, the one-loop
S-matrix elements with only external gravitons
(but both internal gravitons and/or matter fields)

are finite. (ii) If there is a global symmetry
which relates the amplitudes with external mat-
ter fields to the amplitudes with only external
gravitons, all one-loop S-matrix amplitudes will
be finite. This is precisely the kind of symmetry
provided by pure supergravity and extended super-
gravity where all matter fields are in the same
multiplet as supergravitons. (iii) The proof of
the pudding is an explicit calculation: The one-
loop divergences of the S matrix for photon-pho-
ton scattering in the (2, 2, —,', I) multiplet do in-
deed cancel.

In DeWitt's background-field method' the one-
loop counter terms for any matter system which
is covariantly coupled to Einstein gravitation are
given by

f d'xg'I'[a(R„, )'+ bR'+ cR„„~,M"'~ '(y, e) + dN(y, e)] .1

Here M and N are polynomials in the background matter fields cp and their derivatives, dimensional
regularization is used, and e,„ is the background vierbein field. ' No term proportional to (R„„~,)' is
present since it can be expressed in terms of (R„,)' and R' by means of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. "
For a given process the one-loop divergences of the S matrix of normal field theory are obtained" by
inserting into tI the iterative solutions of the classical field equations (tree graphs), of the form

e,„(x)=e,„'"(x}+kfD(x x'}J-,(y, e}dx',

y(x) =y'"(x)+kf D(x- x') J (cp, e)dx',

(2)

and collecting all terms with the required number of in fields. Obviously the solutions of the classical
field equations satisfy the Einstein equations

R„,——,'g„,R = —k'T„„((p,e), (4)

which relation can be viewed as an equality between two infinite sets of tree graphs, all starting at a
given point x, and ending on in-field operators.

An equivalent expression for AI is therefore

f d'x g' '[4ak'(T&„)'+ 4bk'(T„" )'+ cR„,&,
M""~' + dN] .1

In this form eI contains no terms with only gravitational fields and since the tree graphs given by y(x)
in Eq. (3) never have terms with only gravitational in fields, it is clear that AI will have vanishing ma-
trix elements between any in states containing only gravitons. " Therefore, all S-matrix amplitudes
for processes with only external gravitons but any internal particles are one loop finite-

If the theory contains a photon field, the terms in the counter Lagrangian which depend on two photon
fields but not on other matter fields are proportional to

eR(F„,)'+fR~'F„F„+hR~" sF„F,+k(D F s)'. (6)

After inserting the classical field equations, the first two terms become of the form EFT, while the
last term vanishes. If the theory is invariant under the duality rotation E„„-e~„, F then h =Q."
Thus, in any duality invariant theory the S-matrix for processes with two external photons and any
number of external gravitons is one loop finite. -

The one-loop divergences of the S matrix can be thought of as pseudo amplitudes given by tree graphs
obtained by using the vertices defined by the original Lagrangian and by the counter Lagrangian but on-
ly to first order in the latter. Since both the Lagrangian and the counter Lagrangian are separately in-
variant under global supersymmetry transformations, there will be relations between the pseudo am-
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plitudes for a given process. For a four-particle
process these relations are derived as follows":
Let o.(p), P (p) be the in-annihilation operators
for a pair of particles in a (j,j+-, ) multiplet of
momentum p and the same helicity. Then

[~Q, o'(p)J =&(j)1'*(p, ~)P(p),

[cQ, P(p)] =&(j)l'(p, ~)o'(p),

where A. is a numerical factor, Q the supersym-
metry charge, and e a Majorana spinor parame-
trized by two anticommuting complex c-numbers

g, and q, . For a massless particle with p
= (p sinB, 0, p cosa),

I'(p, e) = (2p)'~'(q, cos-,'3 q+, sin-,'3) .

Equating separately the q, and q, terms in ex-
pressions of the form

(0I~(p.)~(q, )[cQ, SJ ~'(p, )P'(q, )10)=o, (Io)

one obtains the following relations between the
helicity amplitudes of the gauge multiplet:

(+ +
i

+ + j —(+2 +2i + 2+ 2)

I/2
+g+2 +@+2 ~ 11

(+-,'+-,'~ x —,
' --,') = (+2+2~ +2 —2) =0.

The + signs denote the handedness of the parti-
cles. All other pseudo amplitudes can be related
by crossing symmetry and parity and time-re-
versal invariance except (+-,'+-,'~ —2-2). How-

ever, an argument based on the kinematical con-
straints' similar to those of Grisaru, van Nieu-
wenhuizen, and Wu" shows that this pseudo am-
plitude vanishes. Since the pseudo amplitudes
for graviton-graviton scattering vanish, it fol-

lows that all four pa-rticle S m-atrix elements in
the (2, z~) multip/et are finite.

%e consider next the recently constructed'
gauge theory for the (2, —„-;,1) multiplet of ex-
tended supergravity. In this case similar results
hold. Again from global supersymmetry invari-
ance the divergences for amplitudes involving
particles only of the (2, 2) or the (-,', 1) multiplet
are equal or zero (a carat distinguishes from
now on the spin--,' field in the matter multiplet
from that in the gauge multiplet). Since the theo-
ry is invariant under rotations in the (-'„-,) plane,
one has

5p(pp = v 'r~ E[(v 2) F'~s —kij) QBJ .
i As gauge-fixing term we choose" ""

(14)

It follows that the S-matrix elements in the (2, —,')
and (-„1)sectors are finite. Finally, each pseu-
do amplitude with two (2, —,') particles and two (-,',
1) particles is either zero, or, by global super
symmetry, is equal to the pseudo amplitude (+ 2

+1~+2+1). Although the theory itself is not du-

ality invariant, the four-fermion terms which
break duality invariance do not contribute to the
one-loop divergences with two external photons
and no other external matter lines. Therefore
the counter term R„„BF"'F~ in Eq, (6) is absent
and the pseudo amplitude (+2+ 1~ +2+ I) vanishes.
It follows that all four-Particle S-matrix elements
of the (2, &, y, I) mulfip/et are one-loop finite.

For an explicit verification of the preceding
general arguments we calculate, using normal
field theory, the one-loop divergences of photon-

photon scattering in the extended (2, -„-,, 1) mul-
tiplet of Ref. 6 to which we refer for details.
This theory is invariant under two local super-
symmetry transformations 5& and 5 . For later
use we mention the transformation law

= —2(sphq, —2sppp) —o' (e,p
—ep, ) —2(sp&p) — (0 "Y~i'V 0+ 0' Xi~'Y'V)

which contains only terms quadratic in the quantum fields, and let Q. tend to infinity in which gauge the
vierbein field is symmetric. The corresponding ghost Lagrangian is found to be

z'=- c,r'6.~D„c,-c r'f.~D c +z'(BB)+z'(BF), (16)

where the ghost terms in the gravitational-electromagnetic sector g (BB) are known from the Dirac-
Einstein system. The ghost terms in the supersymmetry sector are diagonal in the commuting super-
symmetry transformations 5& and 5 because

~, (r y)=~, (~ 0)=0, (17)

as the reader can easily verify from Eq. (14). The off-diagonal terms PG(BF), containing one commut-
ing bosonic ghost field, also contain either a g or a y field and will not contribute to the process con-
sidered.
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ish, The computation of this coefficient seems
tedious, but its result is worth it.

We would like to thank S. Ferrara and D. Z.
Freedman for discussions and in particular
H. N. Pendleton for very valuable suggestions.

(-5t'6) (-5&6) (0) (0)

FIG. l. The divergences of photon-photon scattering.
The numbers below the graphs denote the coefficients
of (n —4) '4 [T»(y)]2, where T»(y) is the photon ener-
gy tensor, while ME stands for all graphs present in
ordinary Maxwell-Einstein theory.

The calculation is straightforward and for de-
tails we refer to Ref. 15. Dimensional regular-
ization was used and tedious y-matrix algebra
was avoided by using Veltman's algebraic manip-
ulation program 8choonschip. " Our results are
not expected to depend on the choice of regular-
ization scheme nor to contain axial anomalies.
The graviton pole in the diagrams with vertex
corrections cancels if one uses the identity

2(g~ T~sEB ~ Eyg qg )

=(q„'T„sa8')(E 8'E s')

so that the equivalence principle still holds at
this quantum level. ' All contributions are pro-
portional to (T„„)'as expected from electromag-
netic duality. " When we add all results as indi-
cated in Fig. 1, the sum of a/t divergences van

inches.

This is the first time after many negative re-
sults that the one-loop corrections to the S ma-
trix of a matter-gravity system turn out to be
finite. Green's functions such as the vacuum po-
larization' are of course still divergent. Our re-
sults can in principle be extended to many-parti-
cle S-matrix elements and to more matter fields
by putting these in larger irreducible multiplets
with larger internal symmetry groups. It is con-
ceivable that these multiplets arise as a limiting
case" of the theory of local supersymmetry of
Nath. " One cannot expect finiteness if matter is
not in the same irreducible multiplet as the su-
per gravitons. "

As to higher loops, the crucial question is here
whether the two-loop S matrix without external
matter lines is finite. In the background-field
method such two-loop divergences are propor-
tional to (R„, 8)' and since this invariant does
not vanish on shell nor satisfy a Gauss-Bonnet-
type relation, "its coefficient would have to va, n-
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Our high-statistics experiment on m p g &+n and 7r+n —A E'p at 6 GeV/c confirms the
~A S-wave enhancement near 1300 MeV recently observed by Cason et al. in vr p A&~As n.
Using the F-wave amplitude and the isospin dependence of interfering gg states, we re-
solve partial-wave ambiguities and find the 8 wave to be dominantly isospin I= 0, with a
slow variation of phase. This excludes the interpretation of Cason et al. that the 8 wave
enhancement is a narrow I= 1 state.

A new KK 8-wave state with mass 1255+ 5 MeV
and width 79+ 10 MeV has been reported by Cason
et a/. ' in an experiment which studied the reaction

m P -Zs'Ks'n,

at 6 and 'I GeV/c. The mass and width were de-
termined from one of two phase-shift solutions
by using the phase variation with mass given by
the S-D interference in the F,' moment of the
Ks Ks'-decay angular distribution for —t & 0.2
GeV'. Measurement of Reaction (1) alone does
not determine the isospin I of the 8 wave. While
Cason et al. suggested that the effect has I = 1,
our results show that the isospin is zero. We al-
so find that the more slowly varying phase solu-
tion is preferred, and not the rapidly varying
solution which yielded the above values for the
mass and width.

We have performed a high-statistics compari-
son of

v p-K K'n (110000 events),

w'n-K K'P (50000 events), (3)

at 6 GeV/c using the Argonne effective-mass
spectrometer. We studied the region of K &'
mass ~ «1750 MeV and momentum transfer - t
«0.40 GeV'; details are given elsewhere. ~ ' Com-
parison of the/ K+-decay moments from Reac-
tions (2) and (3) directly isolates contributions
from inter fer enc es between K K+ states of diff er-
ing isospin. It has been shown' ~ that if A, and

A, are the amplitudes for production of I = 0 and
I = 1 K K' states in Reaction (2), then the ampli-
tude for Reaction (2) is A, +A„while for Reac-

tion (3) the amplitude is A, -A, . Symbolically,
we can write the cross sections for Reactions (2)
and (3) a,s

IA.+A, l' = IA.I'+ IA, I

'+ 2 Re(A.A,*),
where o-=(4v)'~'d'o/dtdM and the superscripts — '

and + refer to Reactions (2) and (3), respectively.
Summing the two cross sections eliminates the
A, A, ~ interference term; taking the difference
isolates that term:

a,„~IA, I'+IA J',
od;, ~ Re(A, A,*),

where cr,„—= o +o', crd, &=—0 —cr'. Similar rela-
tions hold for the various K K'-decay moments
&(Y m)

By charge independence, the amplitude for p P
KK'n i-s the same as that for Reaction (3), and

the even partial-wave amplitudes for Reactions
(1) and (3) a,re the same except for a factor of ~2
(since Kz'Ks' and K~'K~' each take one half of
the even partial-wave cross section for p p
-K'K'n).

We can determine the 8-wave contribution to
the cross section at small t. In Ref. 3 we have
identified the non-S-wave contributions to the
sum cross section o,„(Y,') and these can be sub-
tracted off to give v, „'(Yo'& =2(II= o S wave I'
+ II = 1 8 wave I'), which is shown in Fig. 1. The
9* peak below 1100 MeV is clearly exhibited, as
well as a second peak of mass - 1300 MeV and
width - 150 MeV. The 8 wave accounts for near-
ly half of the K K+ cross section at 1300 MeV,
and the systematic uncertainty in o,„(Y,') is
about+ 10$() in this region.


